Applications are invited for temporary positions of Research Associate (one) in the CSIR Project ‘Late Quaternary Vegetation and Climate Changes in southwest India’ in Geology Group (period three years) under the supervision of Dr K. P. N. Kumaran, Emeritus Scientist.

**Qualifications – Essential:** First class M.Sc. and Ph.D. in Botany/Geology/Environmental Science.

**Desirable:** Research work in Palynology/Palaeoclimate demonstrated by good publications in SCI journals.

**Stipend:** Rs 22,000 p.m. (fixed) + HRA. Those who have submitted Ph.D. thesis can also be consider for RAship provisionally for one year only pending award of Ph.D., as extended SRF on a monthly fellowship @ Rs 20,000 (fixed) + HRA.

**Age limit:** 35 years. [Code-RA/SP/GEO]

**Note:** Age limit is Relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST/OBC/female candidates.

Candidates fulfilling above conditions may apply in the prescribed format available on the Institute’s website [http://www.aripune.org](http://www.aripune.org), along with attested copies of qualifications, certificates, passport size photograph, and application fees of Rs 100, payable by Demand Draft only in favour of ‘Director, ARI, Pune’, up to 31 July 2011. Applicants are requested to refer the general conditions available on Institute’s website, before applying.

---

**West Bengal University of Technology**

**BF-142, Sector 1, Salt Lake, Kolkata 700 064**

**Advertisement for Senior Research Fellow**

Applications are invited from eligible candidates for the post of two Senior Research Fellows to work on a Indian Council for Agricultural Research sponsored joint research project entitled ‘Genetic Manipulation Based Enhancement of Microbial Phosphate and Nitrate Remediation for Waste Water Treatment’ under the NFBSFARA scheme. One SRF would be required to work at West Bengal University of Technology (lead Institute) with Dr Shaon Ray Chaudhuri. Another SRF would be required to work at West Bengal State University with Dr Krishna Ray and Prof. A. R. Thakur. Application along with a bio-data indicating the academic track record and any special achievement in the relevant field should be sent to the following e-mail addresses within 20 July 2011: shaon.raychaudhuri@gmail.com, kray91@gmail.com. The subject of the mail should be ‘SRF application’. The list of eligible candidates would be uploaded at the website ([http://www.wbut.ac.in/](http://www.wbut.ac.in/), [http://www.wbsubregistration.org/](http://www.wbsubregistration.org/)) of both the University by 21 July 2011. The hard copy of the application along with self-attested copies of all relevant certificates attached to the application needs to be produced during the time of the interview. The candidate is expected to carry the original certificates for verification during the interview on 27 July 2011 at 10 AM at the WBUT campus.

Candidates should possess M.Sc./M.Tech. in any branch of Life Science/Chemical Engineering with at least 55% aggregate marks in each exam. The position is purely temporary for a period of three years or as and when the project terminates (which ever is earlier). No TA/DA would be provided for attending the interview. The fellowship would be as per ICAR norms and HRA according to University rules.

For further details contact at the above mentioned e-mail addresses.